INTRODUCTION

Equalizing the flexion and extension gaps is a technical challenge commonly faced in total knee arthroplasty (TKA). When the flexion gap is greater than the extension gap, as is often the case in revision TKA, the surgeon can address this problem by increasing the size of the femoral component. Because the anteroposterior dimension of the femoral component increases with increasing size, the posterior condyles of a larger implant may fill the flexion gap without overfilling the extension gap. If a discrepancy between the flexion and extension gaps persists after introduction of a larger femoral component, it may be necessary to increase the thickness of the tibial insert to fill the flexion gap and move the femoral component proximally to adjust the extension gap. These measures have the potential to disrupt the mechanics of the extensor mechanism because of (1) changes in the joint line that follow from increasing insert thickness; and (2) differences in the anterior geometry between femoral implants of different sizes. The purpose of this study is to use a computer simulation to investigate changes in extensor mechanics that result from femoral component upsizing and joint line elevation performed to correct varying degrees of flexion-extension gap inequality.

METHODS

A forward-dynamic simulation of a loaded knee flexion performed in an ‘Oxford Rig’ was used to study different methods of addressing inequalities between the flexion and extension gaps. A model was developed with segments (pelvis stage, femur, patella, and tibia) and 12 degrees of freedom (DOF). Contact forces were computed using a damped spring model with elements with quadratic force-extension relations. Contact between the femoral component and the tibial or patellar components was modeled using an elastic foundation approach in which the penetration of discrete spring nodes (on the patellar and tibial components) into the femoral component surface was penalized by the application of normal contact force. Contact forces were computed using a damped spring model with stiffness and damping constants based on the properties of polyethylene and contact friction was not modeled.

Simulations of the flexion and extension gap tests were also run in order to determine implant placements. Simulations were run with the default implant (Triathlon TS, size 3) and no additional laxity, and with the slack lengths of both collateral ligaments increased by 3 mm, 6 mm, and 9 mm. These changes had the effect of increasing the flexion gap but not the extension gap, as the posterior capsule intactness was not modified. This gap inequality was addressed by increasing the size of the femoral component to size 4 or by increasing the insert thickness (raising the joint line). When the collateral laxity was increased by 6 mm or 9 mm, it was not possible to equalize the gaps through upsizing alone, and the joint line was also elevated in these cases. Once the implants were placed, Oxford Rig flexion simulations were run and extensor mechanics were assessed by examining the quadriceps force required to perform the identical flexion motions, which is an indicator of extensor mechanism efficiency.

RESULTS

The quadriceps forces required to flex the knee in the simulation were greater when differences between the flexion and extension gaps were addressed by joint line elevation alone. In mid-flexion, quadriceps forces were increased by 27% (as compared to the case in which no additional laxity was imposed) for the most extreme gap imbalance (Fig. 1). When a larger femoral component was used the corresponding increase in quadriceps force was 21%. In deep flexion, these differences were more striking; joint line elevation alone increased quadriceps forces by 16% for the worst gap imbalance, but introduction of a larger femoral component resulted in an increase of only 2%. This trend was also observed for simulations of lesser gap imbalances (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

These simulation results suggest that the use of a larger femoral component when the flexion gap exceeds the extension gap better maintains quadriceps efficiency than does using a properly-sized component and raising the joint line. These results are consistent with previous findings that excessive joint line elevation is associated with poor outcome in revision TKA [4]. However, for the most extreme gap imbalance conditions, even the larger femoral component must be implanted with a raised joint line. Regardless of how gap inequality is addressed, the greatest increases in quadriceps demand were found to occur in mid flexion as opposed to deep flexion. In addition, soft tissue interference resulting from medial-lateral overhang accompanying component upsizing was not addressed in our simulations. This study suggests there may be opportunities to address the frequently observed gap balancing issues in revision TKA with improved implant design.
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